
 
week 5

I Intro Entanglement is useful ua.r.co

Let's start with pure two qubit States Ie on
Hilbert space LAB SeaQHB with HAIRBEE

We know the Bell States are maximally

entangled we'll get to the maximal part later

Bell States
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1 application quantum teleportation
Alice has one copy of a single qubit state
which she wants to send to Bob

It 410 B Itp D
She doesn't know x Bee but Bob andAlice
have a shared copy of 18 3
total state 173 5 1030 TAB
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orange parts are simple brainteasers to encourage
active reading Youshould be able to answer them quickly
on a sheet of paper while reading these notes
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Alice performs a projective measurement in

the Bell basis inside her cab Ses sea Then she
Glassically communicates the outcome to Bob
Bob performs the following local correction

depending on Alice message
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Bob ends up with ID in his lab
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Can she do better
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2nd application superdense coding
Alice wants to send one of four codes
6901 coal to Bob They again have a shared copy of 105
Alice encodes her message by applying
one of the following operations to
her side of the shared state 110 7

OO I 10 011 11 11 same as on
61 X 10X it 11 01
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A lice now sends her system to Bob
He can recover the message by
performing a Bell measurement on

the total system

eEspotnoraseofosewkaicwhicinpfeimsetaf.IT

morale with entanglement as a shared
resource Alice can communicate two
classical bits worth of information
to Bob by sending a single qubit

S far sosimpleont0QRTspooper_mmf



I Structure of a quantum
resource theory

Def quantum resource theory LQRT
AQ RTR is a tuple REO F consisting
of a set of free operations 0 and
a set of free States F 5Th is is meant to

be a caligouphic Oas in Operation

We will explore O and F in this
lecture Later we will also
look at resource monotones which
answer the question How resourceful
is a given state SEA

non uniformity entanglement

free operations noisy teaQffaations and
Operations classical communication

free States maximally
mixed stateg separable states

monotones measures negeatopy entropy ofentanglement

without looking them UP can you recall the
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S all slates

SIF resource

A free operation I can only
take a free state to to another
free state y A non free operation h
in contrast can generate resource

by converting to to a resource States

Non free operations can perform
tasks which would be impossible
with operations in 0 and free States
alone e.g superdense coding Often
such operations can be realised with
free operations and access to
resource states G g teleportation



Free operations
we could at this point introduce a formal definition
C free operations uia a mapping that takes any
air of Hilbert spaces to a set of free maps
between them Let's avoid this Instead for each
RT in this lecture we define 0 operationally
Generally O is a set of quantum channels between

any pair of Hilbert spaces admitted by the Rt

For any QRT O includes the identity map
do nothing and subsequent application nor
of free operations n r is also free

We now start with the golden role of Q RTs

Free operations postulate FOP

Any state resulting from a free operation
applied to a free state is also free

Vg NCD re O TEF SEF

Next We introduce some restricting properties
or 0 which are valid for all Q RTs in this lecture
first for free stocks toeBG.gl endeEBlHB
we expect to e to be free as well SimilarlyA
f maps N sea HA and r HB HB aoe
free REM should be free too
OB.CH is the set of bounded operators on Toe This loather
than 2 itself is where density operators technically
live A similar notational caveat applies to maps in this
lecture If we write something like 2 HA Lea we mean
a linear map that takes valid quantum States OnBCHA to
valid quantum States OnBCHA neither needs to be normalised



Def QRT admitting tensor product structureftp.artDAQRTRadmits tensor product structure
if it has the following three properties
i completely free operations Krista Tea e O

F SeaQLfz SHA Leper idBE 0I
identify mapi appending free States fges REF on NB

MfgKS TEO

iii discarding systems try to the

aim i

Def convex QRT

A RT R CO F is convex if 0 is convex
for any input output pair of Hilbert spaces

Sff EO pdt G p MEO Koep El



There is a sense in which 0 is more

fundamental than F in the definition of
a QRT This is because given 0 we
can deduce a set of free sheetes
for any permitted Hilbert space 2e

Fain s Kr ES Isr e Ost s rcrB
That is Fomin consists of cell States which
can be reached by a free operation
from any other state
It follows from the FOP that Fruin is the
minimal set of free States If there
were any state f compliant with the
definition of Fonin but not in F it

could be freely generated from Cary sheete int
n violation of the FOP Therefore Fmin EF
For a TP Q RT Fmin is also unique F Fain as

we will see from the following Lemma

Lemma All free States of a TP QRT are

freely interconvertible
10,4 EF Fr EO s t 10 26

roof Properties Cii and Ciii allow for the free
application of a trash and prepare map To
for any free state to EF

Tots tr to B
Oso we have de y ft e EF



ConvinceyourselfthatttarCPTPing
This implies that for a TP QRT Fmin F
because we have To.CO for all States AEF
So any stale lo in F can be freely reached
from any state SES and we have FEFmin
We see that a set of tensor product
structure admitting free operations already
implies a remarkable amount of structure
for the resulting QRF including a

Unique set of free States
In practice however it is often not
a priori clear what set 0 to start
from One set may be operationally
well motivated but mathematically
cumbersome Another may be

mathematically more tractable but
it may not be clear how to implement
all operations contained in it
Even when the choice of 0 is not
a priori obvious we may still have a

well motivated set F of free States
in this case we can explore compliant
choices for O They will generally not
be unique



Free States

starting from a fixed set F of
free skates e.g maximally mixed
separable we can directly obtain
a notion of a maximal set of free
operations

Def resource non generating operations Comats

Oma N Ft EF N d EF

Any operation M Omax would violate theFOP
A smaller set 0 is the following
Def completely resource non generating ops COamaff

Ocmax Erikasea V locBHaasepd.FR IBHIEF theaters

For any TP QRT We have OEOc max f Omax
by virtue ftp.QRT property Ci
In practice we will define most QRTs in terms of
some set of physically implementable operations
Such as TP Q Rt properties ii and Ciii

As before we're being notationally sloppy here
More technically correctly we would define this
for all pairs of Hilbert spaces Tea andTEA and DENA



In addition we may allow operations
such as projective measurement and
conditioning on outcomes energy conserving
Unitaries etc

Our 0 will then usually be strictly
smaller than Omax Cand Oc max Nonetheless
for many QRTs we can still draw insights
from studying Omax Oc max or other
supersets of O This is particularly true
for no go theorems If a particular task
is impossible with Omax it is certainly
not possible with any Ocomax even

if a direct proof with 0 is elusive
In some cases we may even

consider operations that can violate
the FOP for this reason namely
G Omar which are permitted to

create an amount E of resource

from free States
This leads us to one of the

key reasons for the study of

QRts They allow us to find out
if certain tasks are possible with
a physical set of operations and
at which cost ie what is the resource



Why did we spend so much time
on the abstract study of QRT

in

3

next lecture entanglement
0 OCC local ops and classical communication

f separable States


